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Delivering Context-specific Audio via Smart Glasses 
ABSTRACT 
This disclosure describes computer-vision enabled smart glasses with an audio user 
interface. The described audio smart glasses can be used for various purposes such as to provide 
safety, location-based alerts, context-based alerts, etc. via audio; to enable localized audio 
messaging between users; to enable the user to explore or interpret the world; etc.  
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BACKGROUND 
Smart glasses or head-mounted displays (HMDs) today generally rely on displays, e.g., 
virtual displays, to convey information to a user that wears the device. Such virtual displays can, 
on occasion, interfere with the processing of the real world by the user.  
DESCRIPTION 
This disclosure describes computer-vision enabled smart glasses with an audio user 
interface. The described audio smart glasses enable a personalized audio experience based on the 
user’s profile, location, time, and current real-world environment. The glasses also enable 
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accurate placement of branded content. Effectively, the audio smart glasses serve as an audio 
platform to explore the world on different tracks.  
 
Fig. 1: Audio smart glasses 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, audio smart glasses can have an external appearance substantially 
similar to ordinary glasses. However, the audio smart glasses include various onboard 
components such as cameras, computer-vision units, microphones, speakers (e.g., bone 
conduction speakers), stereo audio, global and local positioning systems, wireless audio such as 
Bluetooth, motion capture and tracking units, a processor configured with machine learning 
models, voice-recognition units, proximity sensors, inertial measurement units, internet 
connectivity units, etc. The speakers of the audio smart glasses are positioned such that audio 
messages are played in close proximity to the glasses, exclusively audible to the user. 
The use of audio smart glasses is illustrated by the following examples. 
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Personalized daily briefing 
 
Fig. 2: Personalized daily briefing 
 As illustrated in Fig. 2, per the techniques of this disclosure, audio smart glasses can start 
the user’s day by reciting reminders for the day, playing back favorite songs or other audio, etc. 
Other example audio experiences include conversational lessons in a foreign language (if the 
user so commands), fashion tips, etc. Such audio experiences are based on user location. For 
example, a favorite song can play when the user is in the kitchen or other area where song 
playback is common. The audio experience is also personalized, such that if another user, e.g., 
the spouse of the user, enters the same area, the spouse hears their favorite song. Songs can be 
tailored to the user’s emotional context, and can differ based on user location. For example, the 
song played while the user is sipping coffee at a coffee shop can be different from the song 
played while the user is window-shopping for shoes. 
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Fig. 3: Location-based messages 
  As illustrated in Fig. 3, per the techniques of this disclosure, audio smart glasses can 
enable users to leave messages or notes for each other based on their locations. In the example of 
Fig. 3, upon entering a kitchen, a first user hears, via their audio smart glasses, a message created 
by a second user (left on-location in the kitchen, for playback when the first user enters the 
kitchen). In general, people who know the user can place sound bits at locations visited by the 
user, e.g., at the user’s office desk, at a park frequented by the user, etc. Users can also create and 
deliver audio emojis, e.g., snippets or full songs, to specific other users. Further, an advertiser 
can place advertisements for the user at suitable locations, e.g., an audio coupon for a taxi ride 
can be provided to the user while they wait at a bus stop.  
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Fig. 4: Nudges enabled by audio sunglasses 
 Fig. 4 illustrates nudge messages that are enabled by audio glasses, per techniques of this 
disclosure. In the example of Fig. 4, the on-board computer vision unit detects the presence of a 
cake and, in light of the user’s ongoing diet, nudges the user via audio message to avoid a second 
helping.  
Interpreting the world 
            
Fig. 5(a) Fig. 5(b) 
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Fig. 5: Interpreting the world (a) Identifying purchase opportunities (b) Giving real-time assembly 
instructions (c) Identifying the most convenient next bus ride 
 Fig. 5 illustrates examples in which interpretation of the real world is enabled by audio 
smart glasses, per techniques of this disclosure. In the example of Fig. 5(a), the on-board 
computer vision unit detects that the user is viewing an article of clothing at a store, and after 
determining a cheaper online price for the same item, advises the user of the cheaper online 
price. In the example of Fig. 5(b), audio smart glasses provide audio instructions for the 
assembly of a piece of furniture, upon detecting components and/or packaging for the furniture 
in the user’s field of view. In the example of Fig. 5(c), the audio smart glasses detect that the user 
missed a bus and advises the user of the next available bus ride.  
In general, the audio smart glasses as described herein provide personalized content 
based on objects that the user is interacting with. For example, a user opening a box containing 
new shoes may be welcomed with an audio smart-glass generated message such as “welcome to 
your new shoes!” Such a message can be stereophonically delivered such that it appears to 
originate in space from the same location as the shoes. In this manner, everyday objects can be 
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turned into augment reality items and the audio generated upon detection of such items can serve 
to guide or entertain the user. 
  In tailoring the messages that the audio smart glass composes to inform the user’s day, 
the user can specify layers of interest, e.g., current affairs, history, food, tourist attractions, 
fitness, cars, etc. 
CONCLUSION 
This disclosure describes computer-vision enabled smart glasses with an audio user 
interface. The described audio smart glasses can be used for various purposes such as to provide 
safety, location-based alerts, context-based alerts, etc. via audio; to enable localized audio 
messaging between users; to enable the user to explore or interpret the world; etc. 
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